
SplitStoneTM Specifications

Dimensions 23⁄4” x 12” x 6” (HxWxD) 
Weight = 15 lbs.
Colors: 144/pallet

The new SplitStone concrete edging
creates beautiful borders around landscape
areas, driveways and sidewalks.

SplitStone features/advantages

• Low profile design allows you to mow over

the edger, eliminating lawn trimming

• Overlapping ends prevent grass from

growing between edgers and allows you to

adjust the alignment for larger and smaller

diameters without creating gaps between

the blocks

• Wide design prevents grass from

overgrowing the edging

• Less digging and labor than conventional

plastic edging
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For more information,
call us at 1-800-517-2289

or visit www.colorstoneconcrete.com

SplitStone edging compliments your retaining wall
and eliminates hand trimming along the wall.
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–patent pending



7’-8”

diameter

4. Place SplitStone edging
along the established
alignment, and on top of
the fabric or plastic.

6. To cut SplitStone to match
the desired length at the
end of your project, simply
score a line across the
edger with a chisel and
hammer. A saw with a
masonry blade may also
be used. Always wear eye
protection.

Installation Instructions

SplitStone edging is a new innovative way to border
landscape areas. The natural, rock face texture is
attractive and functional. The edger acts as a barrier
between vegetation and your landscape areas. It also
provides you with a mowing edge so you don’t have to
hand trim along the border. Simply run your mower’s
wheel or mowing deck over the top of the SplitStone
edging and eliminate the need for trimming.

The SplitStone edging is lightweight and easy to install. It
accommodates all landscape designs and it can be laid in
straight lines or curves.

SplitStone Layouts
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Rotate either part I or part II to make a straight section

Left hand curve

3’ Minimum Radius

Right hand curve

Always alternate a Part I piece and then a Part II piece when laying SplitStone edgers.

1. Plan the layout by placing the
SplitStone edging along the
desired alignment. You will
need the same number of
Part I pieces as Part II pieces
for all projects, no matter
how many right or left
curves, or straight segments.
Mark the layout in the dirt or
grass before digging the
trench.

2. Install the edger about
1” above the finished
ground. If you have
existing grass, remove the
sod with a shovel in a 6”
wide strip. Then either
level the dirt in the trench
or add a sand base to
ease the leveling of the
edgers.

For installations with new
sod you do not have to
dig a trench. Lay the edger
on top of the ground and
lay the sod up to the
edger.

Existing Lawn

New Sod

2"±

Fabric under 
Edging Sand Cushion

(optional)

1"

Fabric under 
Edging

3. Lay landscape fabric or
plastic in landscape area,
including the area under the
SplitStone edging. This will
prevent vegetation from
growing under the edging.

5. Install landscape material
(mulch or rock) around the
landscape plantings and up to
the SplitStone edging. If you
are sodding a new lawn area,
simply lay the sod up to the
SplitStone edging on the
opposite side.

24 pieces
required for a

tree ring


